[Analysis of indications for a repeat Caesarean section].
The aim of the study is to establish the indications for a Resectio Caesarean (RS) and to compare them with those of the first Caesarean section (CS). The Study is retrospective and covers the period from 1.1.2000 to 31.XII.2000. For this period were accomplished 3646 deliveries, 894 (24.52%) of them with S. C. The RS were 182 (20.04%) of all CS. The number and the rate of each indication is calculate on the base of the sum of the first and the second indication from all CS. The first two indications reflect well the real reason for each CS. The results show that the average age of women with RS is grater 2 years and 7 months than those with first CS. The RS are elective in 80.7% of cases and is done at 38.4 +/- 1.4 w.g. The average weight of the newborns from RS is non significantly less with 31 g than this from first CS. The indication "status post CS" is not well defined as it is used in 98.3% of RS. The indication is accepted mostly as a relative one because is added in cases with enough reasonable other obstetric indications. The analysis of the indications of RS shows That 60% of them are justifiable 40% are undertaken on the bases of unconvincing complex indication, but which don't differ from those at first CS.